ABSTRACT
Data storage has become a major topic in sensor networks as large quantities of data need to be archived for future processing. In this paper, we present a cloud storage solution benefiting from the available memory on smart things becoming data nodes. In-network storage reduces the heavy traffic resulting of the transmission of all the data to an outside central sink. The system built on agents allows an autonomous management of the cloud and therefore requires no human in the loop. It also makes an intensive use of Web technologies to follow the clear trend of sensors adopting the Web-of-Things paradigm. Further, we make a performance evaluation demonstrating its suitability in building management systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since a few years, Web technologies are gaining more importance for communication between so-called things. Following this direction, the Web-of-Things (WoT) paradigm has emerged with, as central vision, a common application layer targeting a seamless integration of heterogeneous devices [5]. The strengths of this approach is to rely on well accepted protocols and patterns such as HTTP and Representational State Transfer (REST) services, providing high scalability while decoupling applications from software and hardware concerns.

We can nowadays find many of such smart things, for example sensors in buildings or daily-life objects in our homes. Smart environment applications are also emerging, aiming at increasing the user experience (or more generally the comfort) while optimising the energy consumption. Having access to historical data of sensors is often required by those applications. The field of smart buildings is a compelling example where control loops, or data-driven techniques targeting an intelligent adaptation of the building according to the users behaviour make an intensive use of historical data [9]. Current approaches are deporting the storage outside of the sensor network in a single database or using a commercial cloud service. Although being viable solutions, they involve a series of constraints which are often not acceptable for building owners. The first worry is about the privacy of sensitive data such as presence sensor or electric consumption data. Secondly, forwarding the data outside the sensor network implies a gateway that is susceptible to be overloaded by the traffic and that represents a single point of failure as well as a point of entry for attacks. Considering those problematics, it appears that the best solution for owners would be to disconnect the sensor network from the rest of the world, thus increasing security while ensuring privacy by storing historical data within the sensor network.

In this paper, we present a mechanism for distributing historical sensor data on things, forming an in-network cloud relying on Web technologies. Our system distinguishes itself from others by being fully autonomous and requiring no human in the loop. We put special attention on limiting the network traffic while ensuring maximum fail safety and scalability.

2. RELATED WORK
Accessing data sources over RESTful APIs has made its way into databases especially built for storing time series. InfluxDB [1] is an open-source distributed databases making use of Web technologies such as HTTP, JSON and JavaScript for writing and reading data of sensors. Although it states itself as distributed and horizontally scalable, the documentation section describing the clustering is currently empty.
StormDB [3] offers a cloud-based out of the box storage for time series. It bases on the Postgres-XC project for distributing data across multiple Postgres databases. A load balancer dispatches requests to coordinators who are responsible for distributing those requests to data nodes. They are also responsible during read queries for merging the data coming from multiple data nodes. These freely available solutions only run on common operating systems as Linux, Mac and Windows. In addition, their core engines require a certain amount of resources (CPU and memory) that are not available on smart things. Applications using StormDB were indeed developed successfully for smart city context but relying on a remote cloud based implementation [4].

When considering a distributed in-network storage, the placement of the data nodes is determinant when trying to minimize the total energy for gathering data to the storage nodes and replying queries. Several algorithms optimizing the placement of the data nodes are proposed in [11]. All of them are using trees as model structure for representing the problem. Trees are categorized as fixed or dynamic, depending on the problem’s nature. Those algorithms, especially for dynamic trees are relevant to our problematic as devices can appear and disappear in a building.

The idea of storing historical data directly on sensor devices is not a new topic. This was studied for example in [7] where constrained devices used in sensor networks are considered for local storage. They developed Capsule, a rich, flexible and portable object storage abstraction that offers stream, file, array, queue and index storage objects for data storage and retrieval.

3. AIM AND ARCHITECTURE

We are proposing here an architecture, processes and interfaces supporting storage capacity on the already available devices in the sensor network, like sensors and gateways. With the advances made in electronics in recent times, sensors embed a non-negligible amount of memory that is often underused. This is even more the case for gateways having storage capacities of several mega- or even gigabytes. All this memory can therefore be used for storing historical data on Storage Peers (SP) that will be managed by Storage Coordinators (SC). We also propose to include the following features:

Location based grouping SP are placed among the network where data is produced to avoid traffic propagation over the whole network. This also ensures that a failure in a specific part of the building will not affect the rest of it. We hereby base our grouping according to the logical room structure of the building.

Replication for prevention An active agent takes actions for ensuring that data are replicated at least once on the SPs. Every SC is also backed up by a second one.

Energy efficient retrieval The SC includes an algorithm based on the data repartition table to select the appropriate SP for limiting exchange of values.

Decoupling with network-layer The solution is decoupled from the network topology and routing protocol, able to work with IPv4 addresses as well with IPv6.

On-demand storage Storage resources are dynamically announced for saving storage space.

Efficient application layer CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) [10] is used as application-layer protocol for accessing RESTful APIs. CoAP is lighter than HTTP and contributes to the efficiency of the system. The observe option [6] is used for implementing notifications between sensors and the storage peers.

Multicast based Multicast is used for efficient communication with several peers at one time in combination with the CoAP protocol.

3.1 Architecture

We propose an architecture based on the structural rooms and floors composition of a building. The logical structure of a building forms a tree where agents and producers are disposed. We extend this perception of a building by introducing the concept of zones grouping contiguous parts of a building, as illustrated in Figure 1. Each zone is managed by two SCs, one master and one backup, having their knowledge limited to their own content and to the references to their parent and children zones. This allows to split a building into autonomous regions that are not affected by failures in other zones. In addition, it avoids that each coordinator knows the whole structure of the building, therefore reducing the amount of synchronization data. Zones are formed dynamically during the operation according to the producers and the peers repartition. The principle of zone management is detailed in section 4.

![Figure 1: In-network cloud storage architecture based on building zones.](image-url)

3.2 Entities and Roles

Our solution is composed of several agents having different behaviours depending mainly on their memory capacity. The agent applications are loaded in the device during deployment. Powerful devices may run multiple agents.

3.2.1 Storage Peers

Storage peers (SPs) manage the access to historical data according to the available local memory. They announce their capacity at startup to the Storage Coordinator (SC) managing the zone they reside in, indicating they are ready
to receive data from producers. The storage management type used on the peer is hidden by a RESTful API providing functions for creating new datasets, adding entries as well as reading historical data. This approach allows for decoupling the storage from database technologies and exposes a single common storage interface for all peers. SCs and producers have no clue about which technology is used for the internal storage, as this could be for example MySQL, SQLite, flat files or even only EEPROM storage with specific indexing on constrained devices, for example using Capsule [7]. SPs regularly announce their storage capacity to the SC agent responsible for their location in the building.

3.2.2 Storage Coordinators
SCs manage the composition of the zones as well as the repartition of data between the peers. It starts up by looking after another coordinator already managing the location it resides in. If there is already a SC, it will put itself in stand-by, waiting to get promoted as backup. If no answer is received, it will promote itself as master coordinator for its location. It then periodically communicates with its parent and children in order to take decisions about merging or splitting zones. A major task of the storage coordinator is to manage the repartition of data between SPs by ensuring that each tuple of data is duplicated at least once. Finally, it serves as entry point for retrieval requests and will use its internal repartition table to find out which peers are concerned by the query.

3.2.3 Producer
A producer can be a sensor, a daily life object or any kind of thing that produces data in the form of notifications. The observer pattern of CoAP is here used among with multicast as notification mechanism for transmitting new values to storage peers in a single packet.

3.2.4 Client
The client stands for humans or applications requiring storage of historical data of a particular resource. Before a resource gets stored, an announcement by a client has to be sent to the storage coordinator responsible for the zone where the resource resides. Clients will afterwards be able to send read requests to the storage coordinator by indicating a resource and an interval of time for filtering purpose.

3.3 Interfaces
We define three types of interfaces that are used in our solution. Each one is accessible over a RESTful API and targets specific functionalities.

General management interface: SCs implement the server side of this multicast interface used for discovery purpose. Each participant of the cloud will use this interface to send a GET request for seeking after a SC managing a zone. For example, a client looking for the SC managing resources in the kitchen will send the following request: coap://229.0.5.32/home/floor1/kitchen. Each storage coordinator within the building will check if this location resides within their authority zone. Only the one that is managing this location will respond with the multicast address of its zone interface.

Zone interface: A specific zone interface is attributed to every zone, which is a unique multicast address generated during the zone creation. The purpose of this interface is for synchronization needs between the master coordinator with its backup, as well for the peers for communicating their filling ratio. In addition, this interface is used by the producers for notifying peers with new values. We avoided CoAP groupcom [8] because of constrained devices being unable to have multiple multicast addresses due to IP stack limitations. Clients send GET requests to this interface for retrieving historical data, as illustrated in the following request: coap://233.56.175.90/home/floor1/kitchen/temp?from=2014-02-13&to=2014-02-18. Finally inter-zone synchronization is also achieved by using this interface.

Server interface: Each SC and SP has a server interface bound with its unicast address. For SCs, this interface allows to manage their participation in the observation of resources by giving the observe token. This interface also offers the possibility to retrieve the history of a resource stored on the peer by specifying an interval. The promotion of backup SCs is also managed using this interface.

The decomposition into several interfaces is an interesting approach, especially combined with multicast. First, having one interface for each behavior and particularly for each zone concentrates the communication within the specific zone without disturbing other zones or agents. Using multicast allows impersonal communications between participants. This impersonality improves the dynamics and fault tolerance of the solution as participants do not know the exact identity of their partners. We can illustrate this principle by citing the zone interface. SPs regularly notify their coordinator about remaining storage space. As this is achieved with multicast, they do not address a specific agent. This means that the agent can change over time without any consequence for the peers. For example if the master SC fails, peers will continue talking with the backup that will promote itself as master.

4. ZONE COMPOSITION STRATEGIES
As previously mentioned, our cloud storage is split into several zones forming a tree. Each zone is authoritative for one or many contiguous locations of the building. The location grouping process can be seen under several perspectives, and many algorithms can be imagined for defining zones. However, as our aim is also to build an energy efficient solution, we opted for an approach limiting the traffic between all the agents. SCs face two types of decisions during the grouping process: should they split their own zone into two new ones, and should they regroup a child zone with their current zone. Decisions are taken according to notions of costs.

4.1 Splitting
The coordinator for a zone \( Z \) will first compute the cost \( C(Z_1, Z_2) \) for each possible decomposition into two new zones \( Z_1 \) and \( Z_2 \) according to Eq. (1). We limit this computation to zones having at least two SCs and two SPs, and having obviously enough space for storing the historical data of resources residing within the zone. Finally, the minimum cost value among the possible decomposition is compared to the individual cost \( C_i(Z) \) of the zone \( Z \). The zone will be split if the evaluation of Eq. 2 is true, i.e. if the best decomposition (minimizing the cost) brings a gain of efficiency as compared
to the current situation.

\[ C(Z_1, Z_2) = Ci(Z_i) + Cm(Z_i) + Ce(Z_1, Z_2) \]

\[ C_i \text{ Total number of hops (locations) between producers and storage peers within the zone. We consider that forwarding notifications to distant storage nodes is penalizing.} \]

\[ Ce \text{ Inter-zone costs depending on the filling rate of the child zone. Children zones are regularly sending some status data to their parent zone, which generates traffic. This traffic essentially depends on the filling rate of the child zone, as more messages will be exchanged as storage space decreases.} \]

\[ \epsilon_s \text{ A cost gain factor above which the splitting is performed.} \]

\[ \epsilon_m \text{ A cost gain factor above which the merging is performed.} \]

\[ D \text{ Depth of the zone's internal location tree. Each zone is composed of one or more contiguous locations represented as a tree. The depth of the tree influences the probability of having distant producers and consumers.} \]

\[ C(Z_1, Z_2) \text{ Two-zone cost computed as above.} \]

\[ \frac{C(Z_1, Z_2)}{C(Z_1)} > \epsilon_m \text{ if the merging brings a gain.} \]
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\[ Ce \text{ Inter-zone costs depending on the filling rate of the child zone. Children zones are regularly sending some status data to their parent zone, which generates traffic. This traffic essentially depends on the filling rate of the child zone, as more messages will be exchanged as storage space decreases.} \]

\[ \epsilon_s \text{ A cost gain factor above which the splitting is performed.} \]

\[ \epsilon_m \text{ A cost gain factor above which the merging is performed.} \]

\[ D \text{ Depth of the zone's internal location tree. Each zone is composed of one or more contiguous locations represented as a tree. The depth of the tree influences the probability of having distant producers and consumers.} \]

\[ C(Z_1, Z_2) \text{ Two-zone cost computed as above.} \]

\[ C(Z_1, Z_2) = (Ci(Z_1) + Ci(Z_2)) \cdot \ln(D(Z_1) + D(Z_2)) + Ce(Z_1, Z_2) \]

\[ C(Z_1, Z_2) > \epsilon_m \text{ if the merging brings a gain.} \]

\[ C(Z_1, Z_2) = (Ci(Z_1) + Ci(Z_2)) \cdot \ln(D(Z_1) + D(Z_2)) \]

\[ C(Z_1, Z_2) > \epsilon_m \text{ if the merging brings a gain.} \]

\[ \frac{C(Z_1, Z_2)}{C(Z_1)} > \epsilon_m \text{ if the merging brings a gain.} \]

\[ \text{The SC performs a validation for ensuring that the received data is correct. It then ensures that the target resource is within its own zone. The selected appropriate SPs will be notified with a token that is used by CoAP for observing the resource. Finally, the SC enables the observation of the resource by providing the same token that was sent to the peers. In order to limit the network traffic, we combine observation and group communication. The resource will send the notification to the zone’s multicast address, and only peers enabled for the token contained within the CoAP response will store the new data.} \]
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SCs. However, JSON could be transposed in binary format for optimizing the communications.

6. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

In order to evaluate the performance of our system, and especially the retrieval of data, we have set an experimental zone. Our test zone was composed of one SC (Raspberry Pi) and three SPs (one Raspberry Pi and two OpenPicus Flyport). Each SP was preloaded with storage data as follows: 15072 entries for the Raspberry Pi, 14499 entries for the Flyport Wi-Fi and 14072 entries for the Flyport Ethernet. The SC was for its part preloaded with the repartition of data on the peers. To know the consequence of using a SC instead of directly talking to a REST data source, we set a second test bed only composed of a SP (Raspberry Pi). This peer was preloaded with the entire data set that was distributed among the peers in the previous configuration (without duplicate entries). The same retrieval request was sent for each test. It queries for historical data of a specific resource covering an interval of 12 hours. The answer for this request returns 39 entries, each one containing the timestamp of the measure and the associated value. Regarding the software stack, JCoAP\(^1\) was updated to comply with the draft 18 of CoAP and used on the Raspberry Pi. For the Flyport, we opted for the currently lightest C implementation of CoAP, namely microcoap\(^2\). Both implementations of CoAP were improved for supporting multicast.

6.1 Distributed vs. Centralized

We compare both access types described above and show the round-trip time for each requests in Figure 3 part (a). First, each request is sent to the SC that will collect the distributed data on the SPs. For this case, the average round-trip time for 2500 consecutive requests is 186 milliseconds. In the second case, the client bypasses the SC and performs the requests directly on a storage peer storing the whole dataset. In this case, the average round-trip time was 70 milliseconds. Not surprisingly the performance for direct communication is better. We can deduce that the time used by the coordinator for retrieving the distributed data and building the response is about 115 milliseconds. However this additional delay is not that substantial so that the distributed approach would be limiting certain application scenarios.

6.2 Evaluating Concurrency

In this evaluation, we want to assess the difference between the approaches in terms of concurrent requests. Similarly to the previous case, we performed requests using the distributed approach and directly to the SP. Figure 3 part (b) shows the results when having up to 100 concurrent clients running 5 requests. Not astonishingly, the centralized approach scales much better as the rate of the distributed approach drops as soon as the number of concurrent clients is reaching 50. This limitation can be explained by the number of sub-requests that are sent by the SC to the peers. Indeed each client request will result in up to three peer requests. It is very likely that the SC, having limited memory and CPU is not able to handle such an amount of requests.

6.3 Discussion

Using our in-network cloud storage significantly eases the storage of historical data in a sensor network. No specific infrastructure is required for enabling the storage, as all available devices contribute in the storage effort by offering their capacities. While gateways offer large amount of memory, other things only have a few kilo- or megabytes at disposal.
The total amount of memory within the network could thus be very limited and not enough for satisfying the requirements. In this case, we could imagine in the same way as for a cloud, to simply add more devices in the sensor network that will only be dedicated for storage, e.g., several Raspberry Pi offering cheap storage. The use of RESTful APIs on the peers storing time-series is an interesting alternative to the common SQL. Indeed smart things being mostly composed of constrained devices do not have the ability of implementing SQL. REST allows standardizing the way historical data are exposed in sensor networks, this in a very simple manner, and probably sufficient for most scenarios. The scalability test showed that the recomposition of data distributed on peers limits the number of concurrent clients. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that an average building management system issues such a high amount of history retrieval requests. For this, we plan to compress the historical data exchanged between a storage coordinator and the peers, in order to accelerate the retrieval request. Furthermore, we intend to deploy our system for cloud storage in a real-life scenario to evaluate the splitting/merging strategy in a realistic situation.
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